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WHO CONTROLS THE WORLD?      
COULD IT BE AN ANCIENT CABAL NEVER CONSIDERED? 

 
Edward Spencer MD  

(Written May 2012, one moth before discovering Homo capensis) 
 
Those who think about what is happening frequently hold that a hierarchy is in control.  
Various names are assigned to this hierarchy such as Global Elite, Central Bankers, 
Rothschild, Vatican, Bilderbergers, or Zionists.  Others, seemingly the majority, think 
that deterioration of social and economic structure is a natural phenomenon, and those 
who are supposed to be in control are actually in control. 
 
On investigation it is apparent that the existence of a hierarchy is far more probable, 
because as we search we find agencies of control not immediately apparent. We find 
leads and most important, we find that this information is not presented in establishment 
print, media or entertainment.  It is apparent that we live in a tightly controlled and 
censored environment, and that the levers of control are frequently not obvious.  The 
search for the Apex of control (“They”) seems endless and beset by false leads.  “They” 
are hidden 
 
On searching for the apex certain rules seem prudent.  We should observe Occam’s razor: 
use as few entities as possible in our explanation, and we should look for some objective 
evidence of the existence of the entity. Using extra terrestrial intelligent beings as an 
explanation is fraught with difficulty, as there seems to be no hard data as to physiology, 
structure, cell structure, metabolism, culture, language, or mental processes.  This is not 
to say that extra terrestrials should be excluded, but it does say that they should not be 
first on the list.  The same holds true for “Shape Shifting Reptile Hybrids.” 
 
If we examine the behavior of the Apex we find that “They” are unspeakably cruel, 
deceptive, devious, and psychologically knowledgeable to an extraordinary degree.  
“They” seem to completely understand our foibles and limitations, and exquisitely 
understand how to exploit them.  In this “They” do seem like extra terrestrials or a 
different species. 
 
If we take man/men as the controlling entity, we find that history provides numerous 
examples of the deceptive, ruthless, sadistic, behavior characteristic of the Apex.  We 
have the example of Pol Pot who like to have his victims photograph just as they found 
out they were to die, we have the Bolsheviks with their more than 100 million murders, 
we have the Armenian Genocide, we have the fire bombing of Dresden, the Atomic 
bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and we have torture and genocide everywhere.  
Will benign extra terrestrial at some point intervene? What evidence is there that they 
exist, and if they do that they will do anything? 
 
If we use man/men at the Apex few entities are needed.  We need man/men with their 
extensive history of misdeeds, we need sadistic behavior, we need lust for power, we 
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need intense secrecy, and we need the willingness to do evil for personal gain while 
denying that evil is being done. 
 
In respect to secret power we have the example of Skull and Bones, which recruits only 
fifteen juniors per year at Yale, yet dominates government and business. 

“Since I entered politics, I have chiefly had men's views confided to me privately. 
Some of the biggest men in the U.S., in the field of commerce and manufacturing, 
are afraid of somebody, are afraid of something. They know that there is a power 
somewhere so organized, so subtle, so watchful, so interlocked, so complete, so 
pervasive, that they had better not speak above their breath when they speak in 
condemnation of it.” - Woodrow Wilson 

Is he referring to Skull&Bones?  And of course we have the wide spread tentacles of the 
Freemasons everywhere and we haven’t even mentioned Zionists, and we can’t ever 
mention the J word which has an expletive quality and instantly evokes cries of anti-
Semitism. 
 
I am indebted to the late Eustace Mullins, who was probably murdered in 2010 while 
being held captive (9/9/08 kidnapped, died 2/2/10).  Eustace told me directly that the 
Jews were hiding behind the Illuminati, and that the Hebrew Nation had destroyed by 
subversion, Babylonia, Persia, Greece, Egypt and Rome, and that the Eastern Roman 
Empire, the Byzantine Empire, knowing what had happened to Rome, would not allow 
Jews in government or education. Byzantium lasted more than 1000 years until militarily 
conquered by combined Turkish and Venetian forces. Further more, Byzantine history is 
occulted in the modern world (little mentioned) so we don’t know the secrets of their 
1000-year success. 
 
A question that immediately comes to mind is:  how could the Hebrew Nation have, right 
from the beginning, organized itself into a brilliant covert, subverting attack force, and 
why would they do that?  There was no reasonable answer until the existence of the ice 
age civilization, which mapped the entire world, became known.  This lost civilization is 
extraordinary in that, in spite of having been all over the earth, we know nothing of it.  
We don’t know: the history, the social structure, the political organization, the writing, 
the physical characteristics of the people, the religion, art or music.  We do know that 
they could establish longitude, that they built megalithic structures around the world, and 
that these structures are now under water. Most importantly, establishment archeology 
refuses to acknowledge the existence of these structures or even look at what has already 
been found.  Egyptology also seems designed to hamper the study of Egypt. To 
summarize, we don’t know history, and it seems that we don’t know it because it is being 
actively hidden from us. 
 
We can reasonably hypothesize that what we are experiencing is a prolonged (thousands 
of years) attack by an ancient civilization that regards itself as the owner of the world 
(they did map it) and wants to again be in complete control, re-establishing their 
tyrannical form of government, and obliterating the inquiring mind found in Christian 
Western Civilization and Japan, the inquiring mind that challenges their totally unethical 
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and sadistic system without knowing what it is challenging. The suspected end point will 
be that nothing we know or have created will exist, except the weapons systems we have 
unknowingly created for them. Kevin MacDonald and Ricardo Duchesne provide 
extensive detail on the intellectual attack on the West. 
 
This unknown civilization, or a nasty faction of it, created the Hebrew Nation out of 
suitable male dominated populations by appealing to the male elite and the well-known 
male foibles (such as lust for power). This was done twice, once in the Holy Land about 
5776 tears ago, and then again in 740 AD in Khazaria. The Hebrew Nation is controlled 
by an unrecognized elite, and is further controlled by the sexual mutilation of 
circumcision which apparently reduces the bonding between a man and a woman.  
 
All of this may sound crazy but it is not as crazy as what is happening all around us, and 
is unexplained.  This unknown civilization was drowned out by the melting of the 
northern hemisphere continental ice caps, which raised sea level by 400 feet over about 
10,000 years, and was associated with super floods and intense volcanic activity. The 
hidden elite probably survived as a super elite of secret societies.  We know this method 
of propagating a cult exists. 
 
A mind boggling piece of the hypothesis is that “They” wrote the Old Testament for the 
specific purpose of controlling thought in the future, giving the Hebrew Nation an 
extraordinary “Chosen People” status, which of course makes everyone else number two 
at best, and actually blocks thought regarding events occurring before six thousand years 
ago. Christianity has been further subverted by concepts which makes personal 
conversion (dying and going to heaven), and scriptural interpretation, overwhelmingly 
more important than understanding our dilemma and helping our fellow men, women, 
and children.  Add “Christian Zionism” to this and you have the modern “Christian” 
formula for being defeated and erased from the earth.  
 
Considering that we have all been fooled, and the ordinary Jewish person will not fare 
well, we can reach out to most Jews as allies. We can revitalize Christianity by stressing 
the importance of philosophy and good works (knowledge, ethics, Golden Rule), in the 
triad which includes: personal conversion, philosophy and good works).  This approach 
also encourages investigation of the hidden civilization and obscure history, which is an 
emotionally neutral activity, and may open avenues of funding otherwise unavailable.  
 
 
Charles Hapgood: Maps of the Ancient Sea Kings 
Antony C. Sutton: America’s Secret Establishment 
   Wall Street and the Rise of Hitler 
   Wall Street and the Bolshevik Revolution 
Eustace Mullins: Secrets of the Federal Reserve 
   The Curse of Canaan 
   Mullin’s New History of the Jews 
Andrew Carrington Hitchcock:  
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The Synagogue of Satan 
Graham Hancock: Fingerprints of the Gods  (on line) 
Kevin MacDonald The Culture of Critique 

Review: Going against the Tide, Ricardo Duchesne’s Intellectual 
Defense of the West 

Lasha Darkmoon  www.theoccidentalobserver.net/author/lashadarkmoon/  
 
Ricardo Duchesne The Uniqueness of Western Civilization  
 
http://anticorruptionsociety.com/ 
 
Very Important Web Site 
http://www.jimstonefreelance.com/fukushima.html 
 
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/egipto/fingerprintgods/fingerprintgods00.htm# 
 
 


